Bivariate quadratic simplicial B-splines defined by their corresponding set of knots derived from a (suboptimal) constrained Delaunay triangulation of the domain are employed to obtain a Cl-smooth surface. The generation of triangle vertices is adjusted to the area1 distribution of the data in the domain. We emphasize here that the vertices of the triangles initially define the knots of the B-splines and do generally not coincide winth the abscissae of the data. Thus, this approach is well suited to process scattered data.
Bivariate quadratic simplicial B-splines defined by their corresponding set of knots derived from a (suboptimal) constrained Delaunay triangulation of the domain are employed to obtain a Cl-smooth surface. The generation of triangle vertices is adjusted to the area1 distribution of the data in the domain. We emphasize here that the vertices of the triangles initially define the knots of the B-splines and do generally not coincide winth the abscissae of the data. Thus, this approach is well suited to process scattered data.
With each vertex of a given triangle we associate two additional points which give rise to six configurations of five knots defining six linearly independent bivariate quadratic B-splines supported on the convex hull of the corresponding five knots. If we consider the vertices of the triangulation as threefold knots, the bivariate quadratic B-splines turn into the well known bivariate quadratic Bernstein-B&ier-form polynomials on triangles. Thus we might be led 10 think of B-splines as of smoothed versions of Bernstein-Btzier polynomials with respect to the entire domain. From the degenerate Bernstein-Btzier situation we deduce rules how to locate the additional points associated with each vertex to establish knot configurations that allow the modeling of discontinuities of the function itself or any of its directional derivatives. We find that four collinear knots out of the set of five defining an individual quadratic B-spline generate a discontinuity in the surface along the tine they constitute. and that analogously three collinear knots generate a discontinuity in a first derivative. Finally, the coefficients of the linear combinations of normalized simplicial B-splines are visualized as geometric control points satisfying the convex hull property.
Thus, bivariate quadratic B-splines associated with irregular triangles provide a great flexibility lo approxi
Multivariate simplex splines
The theory of multivariate polynomial, simplicial B-splines utilized here has essentially been developed by [Dahmen & Micchelli '82a, b, '83a, b] , and [Hiillig '82, '861 , and adapted for numerical approximation by [Gmelig Meyting '861, [Grandine '86, '87, '881, [Traas ' 901. For any spatial dimension s and polynomial degree k let n = s + k. Let K = {x0,. . . , x"} be a set of points in R" such that the convex hull [x0,. . . , x"] has dimension s. The standard n-simplex S" is given by i n S"= (to,..., ln)] Ct,=l,t,>O,i=O ,..., n .
i (1) 1=0
Using the Hermite-Gennochi formula for divided differences the multivariate B-spline M(_@,..., 
which must hold for all f~ C(!R"), [Micchelli '791. There is a geometric interpretation of the s-variate B-spline M( x 1 K). Let u = [u', . . . , c"] be any n-simplex such that vol,( u) > 0, 
which holds independently of u.
Hence, the B-spline M(x I K) is nonnegative, and its support is the convex hull [K] .
Moreover, it is a piecewise polynomial.
Choosing an appropriate collection of knot configurations the corresponding set of B-splines forms a basis of a space of splines defined on R', [Dahmen & Micchelli '82b] , [Hollig '821. As in the case of univariate B-splines there are recurrence relations to facilitate the numerical evaluation of multivariate B-splines, first derived in [Micchelli '801; they read for B-splines if n > s, 44(x1x0 )...,
where C:,ohi = 1 and C:,ah,xi = x, or if n = S,
where a particular decision depending on the specific situation is required in eq. (7) for the evaluation on the boundary; for directional derivatives if n > s,
where C",o~i = 0, C:=opixi = z, and ; E R'.
I. Bivariate quadratic simplex B-splines associated with irregular triangles
In order to obtain a C'-smooth surface we employ piecewise quadratic simplicial B-splines in two variables over fi c R'.
By virtue of Schoenberg's volume-projection formula each bivariate quadratic simplicial B-spline may be thought of as being defined by the vertices of a 4-simplex projected onto Iw'. Now suppose B is the standard simplex in aB', and let Y be a an appropriate partition into 4-simplices of the cylinder set 0 x 9~ R". Each of the 4-simplices defines a bivariate quadratic spline by its vertices projected in [w '; thus a set of knot configurations V( 7) can be associated with Y. Hence the triangulation F of fi X 9c R4 gives rise to the spline space
Choosing a canonical triangulation Y* of D x 9'. the set { M( x] K ): K E Q?( Y* )} provides a basis of Y( Y* ), cf. [Dahmen & Micchelli '82a] .
Reversing the view of projection from Sz X $3'~ R4 in Iw *, we consider now the domain s2 c R' and any suitable triangulation A of 9. Suppose A consists of T triangles with V vertices. We denote the vertices of A by x', i = 1,. . . , V and the triangles by [x', x', x"] .
With every vertex x','= x' we associate two additional points xl.', x1.'. These additional points have to be defined to satisfy some reasonable constraints, see Section 3.3. They can be thought of as being pulled apart from XI.'. The vertices of the triangles and their two associates will become the knots defining the bivariate quadratic B-spline.
With the combinatorial recipe by [Dahmen & Micchelli '82a] we choose six configurations of five knots each for each triangle t E A corresponding to the canonical triangulation Y* of t x 9, and thus obtain six linearly independent bivariate quadratic B-splines for every triangle t E A. Now let us study an arbitrary individual triangle t = [x', xl. xk], i <j < k, see 
i.1 Fig. 1 generating knot sets K,,,, m = 1.. ,6. of which K,,6 is shown shaded. These six knot configurations, i.e. their indices, can be represented as nondescending paths pr, r = 1,. . . ,6, along grid lines from (0,O) to (2, 2) in the lattice of (local) knot numbers i E (0, 1, 2) and their second superscripts q E (0, 1, 2}, as depicted in Fig. 2 , cf. [Dahmen & Micchelli '82a] , [Hiillig '821. Summarizing the properties of a B-spline M(x 1 K,,,), it is supported on the convex hull of its defining five knots, nonnegative on its support, piecewise quadratic with respect to the 'cut-regions' defined as sets in the support set [K] which are bounded but not intersected by any l-simplex spanned by 2 points from {x0,. . . ) x4}, i.e. by the line segments joining the elements of K, see Fig. 3 , C'-smooth provided that the five knots are in general position, i.e. every three knots spak a nondegenerate triangle.
The entire triangular mesh A produces 6T B-splines which are linearly independent apd span all quadratics over 9; for the proof the reader is referred to [Dahmen & Micchelli '82b] .
We can now define a surface over Q by the bivariate function which is a linear combination of the splines M(x 1 K,.,) with coefficents c,.,,. In the following, our aim is a solution to the problem of finding a suitable way to locally control and manipulate the shape of the surface given by eq. (10). To this end, we must first assure that the basisfunctions M(x 1 K,,,) are normalized such that they form a partition of unity for all x E Q, i.e. for all x E 9, with (12) There is a simple numerical way to compute the coefficients d,,, by solving an appropriate linear system of the form AYd = 1. An efficient way is to exploit existence and properties of a subregion B, E t where only the six B-splines associated with t are different from zero. If the pulling apart of the knots is done in a proper way, there exists a nonempty subregion B, c t inside every triangle t (see Fig. 4 (14) may be read as the first of Marsden's identities, see [Dahmen '791, [Goodman & Lee ' 811. The condition not to lie on the same conic section ensures that the coefficient matrix of this linear system is nonsingular.
With proper row and column scaling, this approach provides a reliable numerical method to compute the coefficients d,,,. Doing so for every triangle t E A, we automatically get
for all x E fi. Now we turn to the problem of defining control points for manipulating the surface. [Goodman & Lee '811 have given an analytical solution to this problem. If we address the second upper index of a knot xi.', i = 1,. . . , V, I = 0, 1, 2, as label of the face the knot belongs to, then Goodman and Lee observed that two different cases can occur: either three of the five knots defining one of the six B-splines associated with the triangle t are in one face, or there are two different faces with two knots each. In the first case the abscissa of the corresponding control point is given by the mean of the remaining two knots, in the second case it is given as the mean of the remaining knot and the point of intersection of the two lines defined by the two knots of the same face, [Goodman & Lee '811. Here, we suggest a numerical alternative which proved itself efficient in practical applications. Suppose we take again the six different points Y'.~, yr.k = ( y{.", vi.'), k = 1,. . . ,6, in B, which do not lie on the same conic section. Then we may set (18) and for all k = 1 , . . . ,6 and for every triangle t E A. Now we solve for the coefficients x,.,, resp.
Yr.rn7 from the two linear systems

Md = r (20)
with essentially the same matrix M as in eq. (16) where eq. (22) complementarily to eq. (10) may be read as convex combination of control points 6'~" E R' weighted by fi( x 1 K,.,).
There are now five important properties of the normalized B-splines 2(x 1 K,,,) which allow to manipulate the surface (x, s(x)) by its corresponding control points 6',", resp. their z-coordinates b[.,; these are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Invariance of abscissae
The points in R3 defined by the map from R2 into R3 given by the right-hand side of eq. (22) for all x E 0. However, in general
Reproduction of linear functions (24) 1,...,6) 4.
If the control points 6'+" are in a given plane, then (x, s(x)) represents this plane exactly.
C'-continuity inside s2
If all knots of each configuration are in general position, then for any choice of control points one obtains a Cl-continuous surface over entire Q. This is in contrast to BemsteinBtzier representations. Since Cl-continuity over D is guaranteed only if all knots of each configuration are in general position, i.e. generate nondegenerate triangles, particular knot configurations are used to intentionally generate discontinuities in the function s(x) or any of its directional derivatives. Thinking of the simplicial B-splines as of smoothed versions of Bernstein-Btzier forms over L' we find the following configurations particularly useful. A knot configuration with four collinear knots will generate a discontinuity of the corresponding spline across the line given by these four knots, and a configuration with three collinear knots will generate a discontinuity in any directional derivative across the line given by these three knots. A threefold knot will give rise to a configuration with two sets of four collinear knots, see Figs. 5. Taking all vertices x1, i=l ,..., V, of the triangulation A as threefold knots, the bivariate quadratic, simplicial B-splines degenerate to the bivariate quadratic Bernstein-BCzier forms over the triangulation A of the data domain 0, cf. [Boehm et al. '841. [Dahmen '861, [Farm ' 861. The desirable ability to take discontinuities of the function to be approximated or modeled or any of its directional derivatives into account, therefore requires that the lines over which the discontinuities should occur become edges of some triangles in 4. Thus, the problem encountered here is to find a triangulation appropriate for the purposes of approximation, once the vertices and some predefined edges are given. We termed its solution the (suboptimal) constrained Delaunay triangulation, to be presented in the next section.
Definition of knots for practical applications of bivariate quadratic B-splines
The knots, or more specifically the set of knot configurations associated with any triangle, are defined in three basic steps:
1. Define vertices of triangles according to -varying density of data, resp. information, -known positions of discontinuities of the surface or any of its directional derivatives (predefined edges). 2. Define edges to compose a Delaunay triangulation of the vertices (Dirichlet-, Thiessen tesselation, Voronoi polygon) subject to constraints, e.g. predefined edges. resulting in (suboptimal) constrained Delaunay triangulation of the vertices. 3. Define knots of splines by pulling apart threefold vertices of the triangulation subject to constraints concerning the smoothness of the surface to be approximated or modeled.
I. Generation of oertices
The vertices are generated primarily according to the varying density of data, and the available a priori information concerning the surface to be approximated or modeled. Their convex hull will usually define the domain of the surface. The vertices should be placed to generally avoid triangles with less than six data of position or gradient, as a rule of thumb there should be more than twelve data per triangle.
Subsets of points of the domain where discontinuities of the function itself or its directional derivatives occur must become edges in the next step of triangulation.
Therefore, vertices must be defined such that their corresponding polygon describes these subsets, resp. edges. Placing the vertices one should always remember that their edges to be defined in the next step will cause data to belong to different triangles.
The generation of vertices is actually the starting point of the geometrical modeling process; it is also the first instance when the user can introduce 'a priori' knowledge about the surface to be approximated and modeled. Therefore, we recommend that the vertices are defined interactively with a graphics screen whenever their number is sufficiently small to be reasonably handled in this fashion. For large numbers of vertices to be generated procedures developed for finite element applications, e.g. [Cavendish ' 741, can be adopted.
Triangulation of the data domain
Each scheme of interpolation/approximation is conceptually constituted of a neighborhood relation between the location, i.e. the abscissae, of the data, and a rule to assign weights to neighbors. The first step generally addresses the problem which data should be considered for an actual calculation of the interpolant/approximant at a specified point of the domain, the . P7
second step defines the rule how to blend the information inherent in the data; both have to be adequately and properly defined in mathematical terms. In schemes based on triangulation the neighborhood is obviously defined by the triangles. Usually, the triangulation of some given set of points in the plane is done automatically according to an optimizing criterion, e.g. Here, it should be sufficient to define a triangulation A of 9, resp. [PI, as a partition of [P] into disjoint triangles t,, n = l,..., T, (except for their common vertices and edges) with vertices P,, . . . , P,. A more formal mathematical definition of a triangulation is omitted here because it is both notationally cumbersome and not more instructive. However, the interested reader is referred to [Schumaker ' 871.
An early and widely used procedure related to applications of the finite element method to generate vertices within a given domain and then triangulate them was given by [Cavendish ' 741; a more general and quite comprehensive discussion of this matter can be found in [Haber et al. '811. Given a set 9, its triangulation is not unique. For reasons of mathematical behaviour and numerical performance of approximation/ interpolation schemes degenerated, i.e. elongated, triangles should be avoided.
Optimal Delaunay triangulation
h appropriate triangulation is generally chosen to satisfy some optimality criterion which in turn guarantees first of all a unique triangulation, possibly without elongated triangles. This triangulation is then the best one with respect to the given optimality criterion, and therefore called globally optimal.
P2 P2
Fig . 7 . [P,,, . , P,,] showing the locally 'max min'-optimal triangulation on the right-hand side.
One special way to achieve a unique triangulation as uniform as possible, is to apply Lawson's 'max-min' criterion to choose the triangulation A* which maximizes the smallest (interior) angle of all triangles [Lawson ' 771. This triangulation A* is then globally optimal with respect to the 'max-n-tin' optimality criterion and at the same time it is uniquely defined except for neutral swaps.
A closed quadrilateral polygon Q defined by P,,, . . . , P,, is called a strictly convex quadrangle if [Q\P,"] f [Q] for all Y = l,..., 4. A triangulation of a strictly convex quadrangle is called locally optimal with respect to the 'max-min' criterion if the smallest of the six interior angles involved is maximized.
A triangulation A of the domain [9] is called locally optimal with respect to the 'max-min' criterion, if every strictly convex quadrangle involved in the triangulation is optimally triangulated with respect to this criterion, see Fig. 7 . For some arbitrary criterion of optimality a locally optimal triangulation is generally not unique, cf. [Schumaker '871.
The major advantage of applying the global 'max-min' optimality criterion to achieve an optimal triangulation over other triangulation procedures which may be optimal with respect to some other criterion is of algorithmic nature; more specifically, [Lawson '72, '771 and [Sibson ' 781 have shown that local optimization of a given triangulation with respect to the 'max-min' criterion eventually results in the unique globally 'max-min' optimal triangulation.
The proof exploits the equivalence of Delaunay triangulation and Thiessen tesselation. This proposition can then be used to design an efficient algorithm to generate the 'max-min' optimal triangulation A* of [PI. The triangulation A* can actually be constructed by consecutive construction of locally optimal (with respect to the 'max-min' criterion) triangulations of corresponding strictly convex quadrangles, starting with an appropriate [P,,, . . . , P,,] and then adding Pi, v = 5,. . . , V, successively. This successive procedure outperforms other alternatives as e.g. the one suggested by [Magnus et al. '831 , and allows additional specifications to be incorporated in an easy way.
Constrained Delaunay triangulation
Our aim here is to provide the user who has got some a priori knowledge concerning the neighborhood relation with special means to incorporate it in a triangulation procedure because it would generally be lost otherwise. The basic idea is to adapt the triangulation procedure to honour natural neighborhood relations; thus it resembles features of a concept put forward by [Sibson '811. This a priori knowledge can basically be expressed by marking given vertices that must not be joined to form an edge of any triangle, e.g. in order to avoid interpolation across the known location of a discontinuity of the function to be interpolated/approximated, or that must be joined to form an edge of some triangle, e.g. in order to preserve the natural neighborhood relation of the data with successive locations along a given line segment. In both cases, the a priori knowledge concerning the neigborhood relation of data locations can actually be incorporated effectively by definin, 0 some edges previously to an automatic procedure which must then honour these predefined edges. We may in fact use an updated version of Lawson's triangulation generalized to preserve predefined edges. This new procedure is then a constrained triangulation which generates triangles which are as uniform as possible given the vertices and some predefined edges. We termed this new procedure (suboptimal) 'constrained Delaunay triangulation'.
If a triangulation A is to preserve a predefined edge [P,, P,,] . i,, i, = 1.. . . , V, i, f i,. it is generally not globally optimal. However, given the edge [P,,, P,J a triangulation A* can be constructed which is locally optimal for all strictly convex quadrangles involved. This uniquely defined triangulation A* differs from the Delaunay triangulation A* only locally: more specifically, it differs only in those Nc edges of A* which are intersected by the predefined edge [P,,, Pi,] of A*.
The proof of this proposition uses again the properties of the Thiessen tesselation of [P] and its equivalence to the Delaunay triangulation A*. It is omitted here because the proposition should be visually and intuitively clear (see Figs. 8) ; it can be found in [Auerbach ' 901. Therefore, we termed the triangulation A* the (suboptimal) constrained Delaunay triangulation of [P] given the edge [P, , P,,]. The same argument can be generalized to several edges which may also be connected with one another to form an open or closed polygon. Construction of the triangulation a'* requires modifications of the algorithm to construct the triangulation A*, see [Auerbach ' 901 for two different variants.
Another algorithmic aspect to it is that to incorporate an additional edge subsequently into a given (sub)optimal triangulation requires its local updating only. First applications to deriving digital elavation (terrain) models from digitized contour lines have been given in [Auerbach & Schaeben '901. 
Generation of knots
For arbitrary triangulations
A there are no canonical positions for i= l,..., V, which ensure B-splines of optimal smoothness.
However, knots apart should consider that: the points x',' and x'.', the rules for pulling the Fig. 8a . 'Max&n' optimal Delaunay triangulation 3' of given vertices, but not honoring predefined edges (bold). Fig. 8b . Regions Pl. P2. where the triangulation A* has to be changed in order to honor the predefined edges of Fig. 8a . Fig. 8c . Locally 'max-min' optimal triangulation required for regions El,. , , 85 with B1 U B2 = Pl, 83 U B4uB5=P2. Fig. 8d . Constrained locally 'max-min' optimal triangulation J* of given vertices and some given edges, or (suboptimal) constrained Delaunay triangulation which now honors predefined edges but is therefore no longer globally 'max-min' optimal.
l Numerical stability of the B-spline basis is preserved if the distances between knots x'*~, ~7 = 1, 2, and x'.' are kept restricted. To see this, we recall that a B-spline basis is stable if for all coefficients b,., Numerical investigations by [Gmelig Meyling '861 have shown that the number of incidences is reduced if the knots xi**, x1.' are placed in triangles of type T2 with respect to xi. In case of line numbering in an almost regular triangulation this may be interpreted as pulling the knots downwards with respect to the lines, see Fig. 11 .
l To achieve optimal smoothness it is required that all knots from all knot sets in V are in general position, i.e. each three knots of the same knot set must generate a nondegenerate triangle, and to achieve good approximation rates for derivatives nearly coalescent or nearly collinear points in the same knot set must be avoided. line numbering of given vertices x'. i = 1,. . . , V, find all triangles with X' as one of its vertices; find all triangles of type T2 with respect to x'; for C'-smoothness, determine all 'forbidden lines' [Traas '901, i. e. lines of possible, however unintended collinearity of knots. passing through X' and intersecting the union of T2-triangles, and their enclosed angles; choose the two lines bisecting the largest and second largest of these angles as directions PDl and PD2 of pulling apart; to account for a given discontinuity over, resp. across an edge through the vertex x', choose this edge as PDl and PD2; define distances Dl and D2 along PDl, resp. PD2, as approximately one third of the length of the edge closest to PDl, resp. PD2; place x'.l, x'~' on the line PDl, resp. PD2 through xi with distance Dl, resp. D2 from x'; check if all of the above criteria are satisfied:
if so, proceed to next vertex, otherwise systematically reduce distances Dl, D2 alternately until the above criteria are satisfied. Should this not be achieved in a few iterative steps the triangulation seems not to be appropriate and requires checking.
More sophisticated procedures following the general rules given above did not prove worth the additional effort in computing demands with respect to the finally computed surfaces. To allow surfaces not vanishing on the boundary of s2 or with nonvanishing first-order directional derivatives, it is necessary to guarantee that the 'partition of unity' property holds in the entire set 0. This can be easily obtained by moving the knots x'.', x1,' for which x'.' lies on the boundary outside of Q, see Fig. 11 .
Approximation and modeling
For purposes of practical approximation and modeling the general procedure is as follows:
(suboptimal) constrained triangulation of data domain; provide six particular points for each triangle to -normalize the cooresponding six B-splines, eq. (15), -compute the abscissae of their control points, eq. (18) and (19); calculate and store elements of matrix by evaluating corresponding splines at the coordinates of data points, thus establishing a sparse linear system z"= i f: 4.JwL Y") I Km)
for the unknown coefficients 6,., with (x,. y,, z,). v = 1, 2,. . , covering the positional data; remove zero columns of matrix if there are any; add equations corrresponding to additional information, e.g. gradients; solve the system in the sense of (weighted) least squares: 
Example
To give a practical example of the versatility of this approach we applied the procedure outlined in the previous section to a mathematical test function composed of tilted planes and trigonometric functions such that the resulting surface is mathematically represented as a given bivariate function with various discontinuities as depicted in Figs. 9a and 9b. We would like to emphasize here that displaying the contour lines often provides a more sensitive control of the features of a surface even though we used a simple standard routine to compute regular quadratic grid of calculated z-values. . . . .
them from a
The mathematical surface was sampled at 300 randomly generated data sites u-r the domain 52, which was then triangulated, given the user defined vertices adjusted to the area1 distribution of data sites and the predefined edges accordin, 0 to the known locations of the discontinuities, see Fig. 10 .
In the next step the knots were defined by pullin, 0 the vertices apart; note collinear knots along predefined edges, Fig. 11 .
In Fig. 12 the subregions B, (shaded) of each triangle r are shown; any empty or degenerated B, subset would indicate that some knots may not be most appropriately Fig. 11 . Definition of knots by pulling vertices apart such that (i) partition of unity over !2 is guaranteed.
(ii) all knots are in general position except for only those (iii) along predefined edges to reproduce the known discontinuities. numbered or placed, and warn that the normalization and computation of the abscissae of control points may get numerically unstable. The surface of the linear combination of quadratic B-splines approximating the given data in least squares sense is shown in Figs. 13a and 13b revealing small deviations of the initial surface only. A threedimensional perspective view of the geometric control points is conveyed by Fig. 13c whereas Fig. 13d shows the abscissae of the control points in the data domain fi.
Conclusions
Using simplicial B-splines associated with irregular triangles for the purposes of approximation and geometric modeling, the shortcomings of tensor product B-splines are overcome which are implied by the fact that tensor product splines require a grid of knots topologically equivalent to a rectangular grid, while at the same time many of their favorable features are preserved. To be more specific, polynomial B-splines associated with irregular triangles provide a method combining all the properties required by geometric modeling of geologic surfaces and bodies: l 0 l triangles are adjustable to the spatial distribution of data, resp. their abscissae; data providing positional (x, y, z) information can be processed; data providing information on any directional derivatives can be processed when available or accessible; however, they are not necessarily required; Fig. 13~ . Surface of Fig. 13a with geometric control points. Fig. 13d . Abscissae of control points in Fig. 13~ . data providing information on the geometry to be recovered/modeled that can be formalized into discontinuities of the function itself or any of its directional derivatives can be processed; given a topology consistent with the data, i.e. an approximate parameterization of the geometry to be recovered/modeled, parametric surfaces can be represented which initially cannot be represented by functions; local control of the geometry is provided by corresponding control points establishing the 'convex hull', thus interactive computer aided geometric modeling is possible.
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Thus, after the constructive approach towards multivariate splines by [Dahmen & Micchelli '82a] had been elaborated for applications to practical problems in two-and three-dimensional approximation and interpolation, e.g. by [Gmelig Meyling '861 , it may now also be used for practical applications of computer aided geometric design as here we exploit the interpretation of coefficients as geometric meaningful control points.
